The classical assumption of differential algebra, differential elimination theory and formal integrability theory is that the derivations do commute. This is the standard case arising from systems of partial differential equations written in terms of the derivations w.r.t. the independant variables. We inspect here the case where the derivations satisfy nontrivial commutation rules. Such a situation arises, for instance, when we consider a system of equations on the differential invariants of a Lie group action. We develop the algebraic foundations for such a situation. They lead to algorithms for completion to formal integrability and differential elimination.
Introduction
We establish the bases of a differential algebra theory, aimed at differential elimination, where the derivations do not commute but satisfy some non trivial relationships.
Classically [21, 36] , to treat algebraic differential systems with independent variables (t 1 , . . . , t m ) and dependent variables Y = {y 1 , . . . , y n } we introduce the ring of differential polynomials F[y | y ∈ Y, ∈ N m ] where F is a field of rational or meromorphic functions in (t 1 , . . . , t m ). F is naturally endowed with the commuting derivations 1 = j/jt 1 , . . . , m = j/jt m . These derivations are extended to F[y | y ∈ Y, ∈ N m ] by the formula k (y ) = y + k where k is the m-uplet having 1 as kth component and 0 otherwise. We call Y the set of differential indeterminates while {y | y ∈ Y, ∈ N m } is the set of their derivatives. To make the link with differential geometry, F[y | y ∈ Y, ∈ N m ] is the coordinate ring of the infinite jet space and the i are the total derivatives w.r.t. the independent variables.
In this paper, we treat differential systems in some differential indeterminates Y = {y 1 , . . . , y n } with derivations { 1 , . . . , m } that do not commute but rather satisfy commutation rules of the type The first difficulty here is to define the differential polynomial ring. In classical differential algebra the derivations are defined on the coefficient field F and extended to the polynomial differential ring. Indeterminates can be introduced one by one. A first extension consists in considering (finite sets) the derivations on F that satisfy nontrivial commutation rules [22, 40] . The considered derivations generate a subspace of the F-vector space of derivations on F. An algebraic version of Frobenius theorem [11, Proposition 39; 22, Section 0.5, Proposition 6] shows that you can always choose a commuting basis of derivations for that vector subspace provided it is closed under the commutator. There are nonetheless theoretical and computational advantages to work with non commuting derivations in this case.
In the case we consider, the commutators of the derivations are to be equal to a linear combination of the derivations but the coefficients belong to the differential polynomial ring to be defined. The field of coefficients is actually a field of constants for the derivations. It is therefore not possible to attack the problem by an analogue of the Poincare, de Witt and Birkhoff theorem, i.e. by exhibiting a normal form for the derivation operators of order 2 or more. We need to show a normal form for the differential polynomials directly.
Our motivation for this generalization of differential algebra takes its root in a project initiated by Mansfield. One has to reckon that differential systems that are too symmetric lead to intractable computations for differential elimination software, as for instance [5, 29, 39] . The introduction of a ranking in the underlying algorithms indeed breaks the symmetry instead of using it to reduce the problem. Mansfield's original idea was to factor systems invariant under the action of a Lie group by their symmetry before their treatment. The moving frame construction proposed by Fels and Olver [13] provides the ingredients of a reduction by the symmetry. A first reduction was proposed in [30] . The present paper offers the differential algebra foundations for a different reduction. We shall give a quick example of this reduction as a motivating example. The complete description of the reduction used is presented and compared to the reduction of [30] in [18] .
Actually many a differential elimination problems draw advantages from being expressed in terms of non standard and often non commuting derivations. That is the case of equivalence problems [12, 33] and classification problems [25, 26] . We provide the algebraic ground for this. For a wider applicability we start from the commutation rules, contrary to [23] that is based on a change of derivations.
Before we sketch the plan of the paper, let us mention that several recent works consider algebras with nontrivial commutation rules from a computational point of view ( [2, 14, 19, 24, 31] and references therein). The algebras considered are often realized as operator algebras and model linear functional equations. In that context, Gröbner bases of ideals (or modules), i.e. finite sets that both generate and provide a membership test to the ideal (or module), can be defined and computed by variants of Buchberger algorithm. We are dealing here with nonlinear differential equations. In this context the best representations that can be achieved in finite terms are valid outside some hypersurfaces [6, 8, 10, 15, 21, 27, 28, [34] [35] [36] 38] . We could speak of pseudo-Gröbner bases but we stick to the terminology of characteristic sets introduced by Ritt [36] .
In Section 2, we outline on an example how the differential algebras we want to study arise. In Section 3, we define the ring of differential polynomials when the derivations neither commute nor satisfy commutation rules. In Section 4, we study the quotient of that formal ring with the relationships induced by the commutation rules of the derivations. We establish sufficient conditions for the quotient to be (algebraically) isomorphic to
As can be expected, the conditions bear on the coefficients c ij l of the commutation rules. They are quite natural when written in terms of the appropriately defined bracket. In Section 5, we transport on F[y | y ∈ Y, ∈ N m ] the appropriate differential structure and give explicit recursive definition of derivations. We can then define properly the differential polynomial ring with nontrivial commutation rules. In Section 6, we outline the constructions leading to a characteristic decomposition algorithm. Indeed, once a couple of fundamental properties are exhibited there is a close parallel between the constructions in classical differential algebra and the extension of it presented in this paper. Recent developments were given in great details in the tutorial [17] and we shall avoid repetition.
A motivating example
Consider the following differential system in two independant variables x and y and three dependant variables , and s. It describes waves that would be othogonal. The underlying question, posed by Métivier, is to find the conditions on s for the system to have solutions: To look at this system algebraically, we place ourselves in a differential polynomial ring with differential indeterminates {s, , } and derivations {j/jx, j/jy} [21, 36] . The coefficient field K can be taken as Q or C. To answer the question one could compute a characteristic decomposition of the radical differential ideal generated by the underlying differential polynomials w.r.t. a ranking that eliminates and [17] .
We can see that the system is rather symmetric and we want to exploit that fact to obtain the answer. One can check that the system is indeed left invariant by the following sevendimensional Lie group action of the zeroth-order jet space. This symmetry was in fact computed with the help of the MAPLE Desolv package [9] . A group element g is determined by a 7-tuple of parameters (t, , a, b, , ) . Its pull back action on the coordinate functions
is given by the following expressions:
The system can thus be rewritten in terms of a set of fundamental differential invariants and the related two invariant derivations constructed by the moving frame method of [13] . We can write down the two invariant derivations in terms of j/jx and j/jy
The problem of computing the explicit expression for generating differential invariants s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , on the one hand, and the invariant derivations 1 , 2 , on the other hand, actually separate problem. We can rewrite the system S in terms of those, compute the commutator of 1 and 2 and compute the differential relationships (syzygies) among the generating differential invariants with only the knowledge of the infinitesimal generators and a choice of a cross section to the orbits [13, 20] . For that we extended the IVB program by Kogan [20] . We obtain on this example the commutator directly in terms of s 1 , s 2 , s 3
The system can then be rewritten as
while the syzygies are
What is suggested by this example is to consider the problem in the differential algebra where the set of differential indeterminates is Y = {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 } and the set of derivations is ={ 1 , 2 }. We consider the system S∪Z. We face two obvious difficulties:
• the derivations do not commute, contrary to the basic assumption made in the classical differential algebra setting [17, 21, 36 In this paper, we present the algebraic foundations for the treatment of the problem in terms of those new differential indeterminates and the non commuting new derivations.
Derivatives
In this section, we introduce a differential polynomial ring for strictly noncommuting derivations. In classical differential polynomial rings the indeterminates are indexed by terms. The indeterminates here are indexed by words. We shall be concerned, in next section, with the quotient of this differential polynomial ring by the relationships induced by the commutation rules on the derivations. 
Words and terms
A monotone word is lower, with respect to the lexicographical order, to any word obtained from it by permutation of the components.
Indexed indeterminates and ranking
To a finite set Y of indeterminates we associate two infinite sets of indexed indeterminates, on the one hand 
We shall speak directly of a ranking on W m (Y). This assumes that if y I ≺ z J then y I ≺ z J .
Proposition 3.2. A ranking on W m (Y) is a well order, i.e. any strictly decreasing sequence of elements of W m (Y) is finite.
Proof. A ranking on T m (Y) refines the product order on N m . By Dickson's lemma it is a well order. As the preimage of an element of T m (Y) by has a finite cardinal, the ranking on W m (Y) is also a well order.
Given a ranking on W m (Y) we can define, as is usual in differential algebra and in the theory of triangular sets [16, 17] , for any element
• lead(p): the leader of p is the highest ranking (word) derivative in p, • rank(p): the rank of p is the leader raised at the highest power appearing in p, 
In classical differential algebra, orderly ranking are especially important in connection with formal integrability and the differential dimension polynomial or the Cartan characters. We introduce here semi-orderly rankings as they appear necessary.
Definition 3.3.
A ranking is orderly 4 if whenever |I | < |J |, for I, J ∈ W m , then y I ≺ z J for any y, z ∈ Y. A ranking is semi-orderly if whenever |I | < |J | then y I ≺ y J , for all y ∈ Y.
Derivations
If ≺ is a ranking on K[W m (Y)] then we retrieve the classical conditions of compatibility with derivation:
where I is the only monotone word with (I ) = . Obviously + = • .
Normalization of derivatives
When derivations commute all derivation operators can be expressed in terms of and therefore the derivatives need only be indexed by terms. If the coefficients of the commutation rules are constants, we can achieve a similar basis for the set of derivation operators thanks to the Poincaré-Birkhoff-de Witt theorem. In our case the derivatives occur in the commutation rules. Working at the operator level is thus not an option. We need to find a basis for the derivatives.
In this section, we show that under some natural conditions
where is the set of the commutation relationships implied by the commutation rules on the derivations. The result is reminiscent of the PBW theorem but cannot be obtained from it. In the same line, Mora [32] was a source of understanding and inspiration but we could not apply the results directly.
The proof is as follows. We first select a subset of . Provided there exists a ranking that is compatible with the commutation rules, the quotient of the formal differential polynomial ring by ( ) is isomorphic to K[T m (Y) ]. Also defines a constructive normalization. We then prove that ( ) = ( ) under some natural conditions on the commutation rules. 
Commutation rules and relationships
where · is the product with an element of
We note {·, ·} the commutator in
The actions of the ij for instance is given by
In the following, we shall simply write i for¯ i and the multiplications • and · shall be omitted. 
Nonetheless, any orderly ranking is compatible if the coefficients c ij l involve no derivatives of order more than 1.
Let be the set of all the generated commutation relationships induced by the ij . That is
We shall show that under some natural conditions on the coefficients {c ij l } i,j,l∈N m of the commutation rules we have an isomorphism
Reduction of word derivatives to monotone derivatives
In this section, we exhibit a subset of such that
. This set actually induces a normal form algorithm modulo ( ). Let
is stable under the actions of 1 , . . . , m and thus so is the generated ideal ( ). This set is constructed so that we have the following property.
Lemma 4.2. Assume K[W m (Y)] is endowed with a ranking that is compatible with the commutation rules. is a triangular set. Its set of leaders is the set of all the non monotone derivatives.
Proof. For a compatible ranking the leader of • j =k t−1 and i=k t . Note that j > i since otherwise (k t−1 , k t , . . . , k p ) would be monotone. . Take one of those in which the highest ranking non monotone derivative y K is minimal. Call that polynomial p. This non monotone derivative is the leader of an element of . Since is of degree one in y K with initial 1, p can be rewritten modulo into a q s.t. the only non monotone derivatives that q contains rank lower than y K . By the choice of p and y K , q must be equal modulo ( ) to a polynomial in monotone derivatives only. So must p then.
Lemma 4.3. Assume K[W m (Y)] is endowed with a ranking that is compatible with the commutation rules. Any element of
The result is actually constructive.
Proposition 4.4. There is an algorithm, normal , that computes for any
We have the property that normal (y I ) − y I ranks lower than y I .
Proof. The algorithm consists, at each step, in rewriting the highest ranking non monotone derivative in the polynomial with the only element of having this derivative as leader. As rankings are well orders (Proposition 3.2), the process terminates. At each step a y I is actually replaced by a y J + q where (I ) = (J ) and J ≺ lex I and q involves only derivatives ranking lower than I . The second statement is clear. 
Consequently ( ) = ( ) is prime and the set of monotone derivatives is algebraically independent modulo ( ). As any other word derivative is algebraically dependent over those modulo ( ) the conclusion follows. 
For visualization we have the following commuting diagram:
Quotient ring
We shall prove in this section that given some natural conditions on the commutation rules the ideal ( ) = ( ) 
where the coefficients are understood modulo ( ), then 
We shall show that ij (y I ) ∈ ( ).
As the ranking is compatible with the commutation rules and [., .] is anti-symmetric, we can write y I ≡ y I + terms ranking lower thany I mod ( ).
By induction hypothesis and because ( ) is stable by derivation we have ij (y I ) ≡ ij (y I ) mod ( ).
We have to consider two cases. Either j lex I or the contrary. In the first case ij (y I ) ∈ by construction. In the second case, there is k ∈ N m and K ∈ W m s.t. I = k.K with j > k. We have
while the commutator {·, ·} satisfies a Jacobi identity. Using the Jacobi identity on [·, ·] of the hypothesis we have thus
We can write Note that a sufficient condition for the existence of a semi-orderly ranking that is compatible with the commutation rules is that all the c ij l are of order one or less:
Takingˆ = • normal , we may summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. If K[W m (Y)] can be endowed with a semi-orderly ranking ≺ that is compatible with the commutation rules and if the commutation rules satisfy
1. [ i , j ] = −[ j , i ] for all i, j ∈ N m , 2. [[ i , j ], k ] + [[ j , k ], i ] + [[ k , i ], j ] = 0 for all i, j, k ∈ N m , then K[W m
(Y)]/( ) is isomorphic to K[T m (Y)], where is the set of commutation relationships induced by the commutation rules on the derivations
= { J ({ i , j } − [ i , j ])(p) | i, j ∈ N m , J ∈ W m , p ∈ K[W m (Y)]}.
Furthermore, there is an algorithm to implement the epimorphismˆ
• the kernel ofˆ is ( ),
ˆ (y I ) − (y I ) ranks less than (y I ),
• the following diagram commutes:
Differential polynomial rings with nontrivial commutation rules
In this section we give the definition for a differential polynomial ring with non commuting derivations. The isomorphism exhibited in the previous section allows to define the sought differential structure. We first make explicit the action of the derivations. We will then be able to shift back to the usual notations of classical differential algebra.
The fact that we need to define (recursively) the actions of the derivations on the derivatives and the existence of an admissible ranking account for major differences for defining a differential polynomial ring with non commuting derivations compared to classical differential algebra.
Derivations and derivation operators
We take , andˆ as in previous section. As ( 
We can nonetheless compute the action of the derivations in a more direct way. 
Asˆ (y J ) = y − j we recognize thatˆ ( i y I ) =ˆ iˆ (y I ).
The case where I is not monotone is easily disposed off by induction since y I ≡ yĪ + p mod ( ) where p is a polynomial involving monotone derivatives ranking lower than yĪ . By the definition of ranking yĪ ≺ y I and the conclusion follows easily.
It follows that for all
p ∈ K[T m (Y)] we haveˆ iˆ j (p) −ˆ jˆ i (p) = m i=1 c
ij lˆ l (p).
Recall that for I = (i 1 , i 2 Take I ∈ W m , |I | > 2, and assume the result is true for all J s.t. either |J | < |I | or |J |=|I | but the length of J is lower than the length of I . We proceed to prove that the result is then true for I.
Take to be the first transposition of neighboring elements in a minimal decomposition of I and let J be the image of I by . Then I = J • and the length of J is strictly lower than the length of I . There exist L, K ∈ W m and i, j ∈ N m s.t. I = L.j.i.K and
On the one hand, |N.l.K| < |I | so that we can apply the induction hypothesis toˆ
On the other hand, J has a length strictly smaller than I so that we can also apply the induction hypothesis onˆ J . As |M| |I | − 2, the conclusion follows forˆ
It is then just a matter of notation to obtain the following corollary. We can also recall the property thatˆ (y I ) − (y I ) ranks less than (y I ) as follows.
Proposition 5.4.
For all y ∈ Y and , ∈ T m we haveˆ (y ) − y + ranks lower than y + .
Definition
From the previous section we see that we can eventually drop the use of words. We shall thus gradually drop the use of T m and W m to retrieve the convenient notations in classical differential algebra.
Let Y = {y 1 , . . . , y n } be a set of differential indeterminates. We consider the polynomial ring in infinitely many variables Y = {y | y ∈ Y, ∈ N m }, called the derivatives, with coefficients in a field K of characteristic zero. We endow K[ Y] with a set of m derivations = { 1 , . . . , m } for which K is a field of constants and defined recursively on Y by For the sake of simplicity we introduce the following definition instead of the phrase compatible semi-orderly ranking. We assume from now on that K[ Y] is endowed with an admissible ranking. By the previous section, we have Elimination rankings can also be admissible. If the coefficients c ij l involve only derivatives (of order one or less) of a subset Z ⊂ Y of the differential indeterminates then we can consider a ranking that eliminates Y\Z. That is the case in the example of Section 2.
In classical differential algebra, i.e. when the derivation commute, rankings are only subject to the conditions
There we can consider ranking that are not semi-orderly as the one given by 
where ( lk ) kl is the inverse of the transpose of A. The family {c ij l } i,j,l then satisfies the required conditions.
The related theory presented in [23] can be seen to evolve around such a morphism : K[ Y] → R where R is a classical differential polynomial ring with commuting derivations. A differential ideal is radical if whenever a positive power of an element belongs to the differential ideal the element itself belongs to the differential ideal. ' (, the radical differential ideal generated by , is defined as the intersection of all the radical differentials containing . As in the classical setting, one shows that
Differential ideals
If H is a subset of K'Y( we denote by H ∞ the monoid of elements that divide a power product of elements of H. Let I be a differential ideal in K'Y(. The saturation of I by H is defined as
The following property shows that I : H ∞ is a differential ideal.
where s is a power product of factors of sep(p). Similarly d-red computes a differential polynomial that is reduced w.r.t. q with the property that
where h is a power product of factors of sep(p) and init(p). Indeed, if p is not partially reduced w.r.t. q there is a y + , | | > 0, present in p. Take the highest ranking such derivative. As rank( q) = y + , the remainder of the (sparse) pseudo-division of p by q w.r.t. y + involves no derivatives y + with y + y + . Proceeding inductively on the remainders we obtain a differential polynomial with the required properties for pd-red(p, q). Adding a pseudo-division by q we obtain the algorithm d-red.
We can thus define (weak) differential triangular sets, differential chains and autoreduced sets just as in [17, Section 3.2] . They are finite. If A is a differential triangular set we note, respectively, I A and S A the set of the initials and separants of its elements. Also H A =S A ∪I A .
We can without any difficulty translate differential reduction by a weak differential triangular set from [17, Algorithms 3.12 and 3.13] as we did for reduction by a single differential polynomial. For a differential polynomial p ∈ K'Y( we can thus compute d-red(p, A) a differential polynomial that is reduced w.r.t. all the elements of A so that
and similarly for pd-red with h ∈ S ∞ A .
Coherence
The keystone of characteristic decomposition algorithms in the classical case is coherence and the related Rosenfeld's lemma [37] . We proceed to show the result in our new setting. There is no essential difference with the classical case. We shall use nonetheless the fact that the ranking is semi-orderly in the finite test for coherence.
Coherence and Rosenfeld's lemma provide an analogue to the S-polynomial criterion for Gröbner basis. The proof of Rosenfeld's lemma is close to the test for Gröbner basis in terms of t-presentation developed in the context of the Buchberger second criterion [3, Sections 5.4 and 5.5] . It is easier than an approach through a diamond lemma.
For y ∈ Y we note Y <y the set of derivatives that rank lower than y . Let A be a differential triangular set. A denotes the set { a | ∈ N m , a ∈ A}. We note A <y = A ∩ Y <y . Definition 6.2. Let A be a d-triangular set in F'Y( and H ⊃ S A a subset of F'Y(. A is said to be coherent away from H (or H-coherent for short) if whenever a, b ∈ A are such that lead(a) = y and lead(b) = y for some y ∈ Y and , ∈ N m then for any 
As the ranking is semi-orderly | | < | | implies that y + ≺ y + . So by induction on | | we prove that h | |+1 (p) ∈ ( A <y + ). The conclusion follows. 
Proof. We deduce from Proposition 6.4 that for h,
and from the first remark
According to the hypotheses and Lemma 6.5, ( (a, b) ) belongs to ( A <y
by Corollary 5.3 and lead( (a)) = y + < y + for | | < | + − | by Proposition 6.1 and the fact that the ranking is semiorderly. Similarly for − (b). The conclusion follows.
Characteristic decomposition
The definitions and first properties of differential characteristic sets, characterizable differential ideals and characteristic decomposition are exposed in details in [17, Sections 3.3 and 5] . This is based on the grounds of differential reduction and we saw that it goes through without difficulty. We just sketch the content of those sections in our new setting.
We define characteristic sets of differential ideals as differential chains of minimal rank in those differential ideals. Any differential ideal admits a characteristic set. If C is a characteristic set of a differential ideal I then
We can define as in [15, 17] 
: S ∞ C . Some radical differential ideals can be characterizable for some ranking but not for another one.
Note that prime differential ideals are characterizable for any admissible ranking. Therefore, a characteristic set of a prime ideal gives a finite representation for this prime differential ideal. This finiteness property is at the heart of the basis theorem [21, Chapter III] that asserts that any radical differential ideal is finitely generated (as a radical differential ideal). We revisit the proof of this theorem in the appendix. It goes along with the proof that any radical differential ideal is the intersection of finitely many prime ideals.
Rosenfeld's lemma is the keystone of the characteristic decomposition algorithms [7, 8, 21] in the classical case. For the algorithms of [15, 17] we additionally need the fact that any radical differential ideal is the intersection of finitely many prime ideals. As we proved a version of Rosenfeld's lemma in our new setting, all the algorithms go through. We thus only state the existence of those algorithms in our new setting.
Assume K'Y( is endowed with an admissible ranking. Consider a finite set of differential polynomials in K'Y(. Algorithms [7, 8, 15, 17, 21] are easily translated to compute a finite set C of regular differential chains such that
The characteristic decomposition algorithm allow to test membership and answer differential elimination questions. For examples of use of characteristic decomposition, in the classical case, see [17, Section 8] . Proof. The first part is by Zorn's lemma that says: if every chain in F has an upper bound then F has a maximal element. Consider {J i } i∈N a family in F forming a chain, i.e. s.t.
J i is also a radical differential ideal. If there existed a finite subset s.t. J = ' ( then would be contained in some J k for some k ∈ N and we would have J k = J k+1 = · · · = J = ' (. Thus J belongs to F.
Assume now that P is a maximal element of F and take a, b / ∈ P . As P is maximal in F, there exist , finite subsets of K'Y( s.t. 'P ∪ {a}( = ' ( and 'P ∪ {b}( = ' (. As 'P ∪ {ab}( = 'P ∪ {a}( ∩ 'P ∪ {b}( = ' ( ∩ ' ( = ' · ( ab cannot belong to P since otherwise it would contradict the hypothesis that P is not finitely generated. Thus P is prime. Proof. Assume for contradiction that the set F of radical differential ideals that are not finitely generated is non empty. By Lemma A.2, we can consider P a maximal element in F. P is prime. Let C be a characteristic set for P and h be the product of the initials and separants of C. Then P = [C] : H ∞ C = 'C( : h. As h / ∈ P and P is maximal in F there exists a finite subset of K'Y( s.t. 'P ∪{h}(=' (. Any element of can be written as a linear combination of h and its derivatives and elements of P. Let be the finite set of elements of P coming into those linear combinations. Then 'P ∪ {h}( = ' ( = '{h} ∪ (.
As P = P : h ∩ 'P ∪ {h}( = P ∩ '{h} ∪ (, by Corollary A.1, P = 'P · ({h} ∪ )( and as P · ⊂ ' ( we have P = '(P · {h}) ∪ (. Now P = 'C( : h so that P · {h} ⊂ 'C( ⊂ P . Thus P ⊂ 'C ∪ ( ⊂ P . It follows that P = 'C ∪ ( is finitely generated.
Theorem A. 4 . In K'Y( any radical differential ideal is the intersection of a finite number of prime differential ideals. The set of prime differential ideals coming into such a decomposition with no superfluous component is unique.
Proof. As any radical differential ideal of K'Y( is finitely generated any ascending chain of radical differential ideal is finite. Thus among any set of radical differential ideal there is one that is maximal w.r.t. inclusion.
Let J be a radical differential ideal and p be an element that does not belong to J. We show that there is a prime differential ideal that contains J and not p. Take P to be a radical differential ideal that contains J and not p that is maximal w.r.t. that property. Take a, b ∈ K'Y( s.t. ab ∈ P so that P = 'P ∪ {a}( ∩ 'P ∪ {b}(. If neither a nor b belonged to P then p would belong to 'P ∪ {a}( and 'P ∪ {b}( by the maximality hypothesis on P. This cannot be the case since p does not belong to their intersection. P is prime. Thus J is the intersection of all the prime differential ideals that contain it.
Assume the set of radical differential ideals that cannot be written as a finite intersection of prime differential ideal is not empty and consider J a maximal element in that set. Obviously J is not prime. Thus, there exists a, b / ∈ J s.t. ab ∈ J . Then J = 'J ∪ {a}( ∩ 'J ∪ {b}(. Since J 'J ∪ {a}( it must be that 'J ∪ {a}( is an intersection of a finite number of prime differential ideals and similarly for 'J ∪ {b}(. Thus, J has to be an intersection of a finite number of prime differential ideals.
Assume that J = P ∈P P = Q∈Q Q where P and Q are finite set of prime differential ideals such that no element of it contains another one. Then for any P ∈ P, Q∈Q Q ⊂ P so that there exists Q such that Q ⊂ P . Similarly there is a P ∈ P s.t. P ⊂ Q. It must be that P = Q = P . Thus P = Q.
